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Our mission AND WHO WE ARE

MISSION 
STATEMENT

We work to ensure that trade in wild 
plants and animals is not a threat to 

the conservation of nature

150 + global staff members 

100 + projects worldwide

A presence in over 45 countries/territories

50 years working on wildlife trade

Offices in 5 continents

We are an international NGO



1/14/22 https://themobmuseum.org/blog/progress-evident-global-wildlife-trafficking-remains-major-criminal-racket/

annual global wildlife trade worth over

Illegal WILDLIFE TRADE

USD$7-23 billion
(excludes fisheries and timber)



Zoonoses
SARS
MERS

Swine Flu
Bird Flu
COVID



VIETNAM
source, destination and
transit country for wildlife
product
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“In Buddhism, humans and animals share the 
same natural continents. Compassion is 

central to Buddhist virtue; one should avoid 
causing the suffering or death to all sentient 
beings. The Law of Cause and Affect affirms 
the suffering of karma if one does bad things 

including the direct or indirect killing of 
animals.”



- The Venerable Thich Thanh Huan, Abbott of Phap Van Pagoda and
Permanent Member of the Central Committee of the Vietnam Buddhist
Association, Deputy Chief of Office of the Central Buddhist Sangha.

“Buddhists are happy to take responsibilities in stopping the demand for wildlife consumption upon
realizing that what goes around comes round. Beyond conservation of biodiversity, protecting animals
helps bring a more fortune destiny for an individual.”



Messages
Drive down status-driven demand from
wildlife users by linking rejecting illegal
wildlife projects to personal morality.
VCBA and pagodas across Vietnam are:
• Creating wildlife protection clubs
• Conducting wildlife-driven coaching

series
• Cascading behavior change messaging

to targeted audiences via various
Buddhism-driven communication
channels



The Venerable Thich 
Thanh Huan in Chi 
video



Songbirds
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I don't directly kill the animals so I
can still use their products

I totally agree and will not buy/use
and/or gift wildli fe products in all

cases

I know it's cruel to kill  wild species
but I only use a small portion of

their products
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Merit release



Trade should be legal, sustainable 
and traceable



Pham Thanh Hung 
Vice Chairman, CENGROUP
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